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Abstract This paper presents an overview of the author identification task at PAN-2015 evaluation lab. Similar to previous editions of PAN, this shared task focuses on the problem of author verification: given a set of documents by the same author and another document of unknown authorship, the task is to determine whether or not the known and unknown documents have the same author. However, in contrast to the setup of PAN-2013 and PAN-2014, as well as most previous work in this area, it is no longer assumed that all documents match in genre and topic. In other words, we study cross-topic and cross-genre author verification, a challenging, yet realistic, task. A new evaluation corpus was built, covering the four languages Dutch, English, Greek, and Spanish and comprising a variety of genres and topics. A total of 18 teams participated in this task. Following the practice of previous PAN editions, software submissions were required and evaluated within the evaluation-as-a-service platform TIRA. Based on TIRA, we were able to define challenging baseline models using submissions from the corresponding shared tasks at PAN-2013 and PAN-2014. Analytical evaluation results are given, including statistical significance tests. Moreover, we examine the performance of a heterogeneous ensemble that combines all participant models, and we present a comprehensive review of the submitted methods.

1 Introduction

The main idea behind author identification relies on the assumption that it is possible to reveal the author of a text given (i) a set of candidate authors and (ii) a set of undisputed text samples for each one of them [16, 44]. Writing style is the most crucial information source to solve this task, and it is essential to be able to quantify stylistic choices in texts and measure stylistic similarity between texts. Beyond its traditional literary applications (e.g., verifying the authorship of disputed novels, identifying the author of works published anonymously, etc.) [17, 48] author identification is associated with important forensic applications (e.g. revealing the author of harassing messages in social media, linking terrorist proclamations by their author, etc.) [1, 25].

Author identification can be formulated in various ways, depending on the number of candidate authors and whether the set of candidate authors is closed or open.
One particular variation is the task of authorship verification, where there is exactly one candidate author with undisputed text samples, the task is to decide whether an unknown text is by that author or not [12, 23, 27]. In more detail, the authorship verification task corresponds to a one-class classification problem, where the samples of known authorship by the author in question form the target class. All texts written by other authors are viewed as the outlier class, a huge and heterogeneous class, which renders finding representative samples difficult. However challenging, authorship verification is a fundamental problem since any given author identification problem can be decomposed into a set of authorship verification problems. Therefore, it provides an excellent research field to examine competitive approaches aiming at the extraction of reliable and general conclusions [24].

Previous PAN editions focused on the authorship verification task; a number of evaluation corpora covering several natural languages and genres have been created [18, 46]. Moreover, a suitable evaluation framework was developed, highlighting the ability of methods to leave problems unanswered when there is high uncertainty, as well as to assign probability scores to their answers. However, the previous editions of PAN, as well as most work in the literature assume that all texts within a verification case match for both genre and topic. This assumption simplifies the problem, since style is affected by genre in addition to the personal style of each author. Moreover, low-frequency stylistic features are heavily affected by topic nuances. Thus when all documents match in genre and topic, the personal style of the authors would be the major discriminating factor between texts.

PAN-2015 still focuses on authorship verification, but it is no longer assumed that all texts within a verification problem match for genre and topic. This cross-genre and cross-topic variation of the verification task corresponds to a more realistic view of the problem at hand, since, in many applications, it is not possible to obtain text samples of undisputed authorship by certain authors in specific genres and topics. For instance, verifying the authorship of a suicide note, it does not make sense to look for samples of suicide notes by the suspects [6]. In addition, the author of a anonymously published crime fiction novel might be a famous child fiction author who has never published a crime fiction novel before [17].

A new cross-genre and cross-topic corpus was built, covering four languages and a variety of genres and topics. We received 18 software submissions that were evaluated on the TIRA experimentation platform [9, 37]. Following the practice of previous PAN editions, we also examine the performance of baseline models, based on submissions to the corresponding tasks in PAN-2013 and PAN-2014, and train a heterogeneous ensemble classifier that fuses the output of all submitted methods as if they were on.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the next section describes related work in cross-genre and cross-topic author identification. Section 3 presents the evaluation framework of our shared task on author identification at PAN-2015, and Section 4 describes the new evaluation corpus. Section 5 reports on evaluation results obtained, including tests of statistical significance. Then, Section 6 presents a review of the submitted methods, and Section 7 summarizes the main conclusions and discusses directions for future work.
2 Related Work

A review of related work on authorship verification, including the results of previous editions of PAN with respect to this task, is given in [46]. Most of the related work on authorship verification—and author identification in general—concerns only cases where the examined documents match for genre and topic [12, 24, 27, 47]. A notable exception has been reported by Koppel et al. [23], who apply unmasking to authorship verification problems where multiple topics were covered by each author, producing very reliable results. Kestemont et al. [19] use the same method in a cross-genre authorship verification experiment on a corpus of prose and theatrical works by a number of authors, demonstrating that unmasking (with default settings) is ineffective in such difficult cases.

In general, a study focusing on cross-genre and cross-topic authorship attribution, where a closed set of candidate authors is used (a simpler case in comparison to authorship verification) is presented in [45]: a corpus of opinion articles covering multiple topics and book reviews, all published in a UK newspaper, was used, and experimental results revealed that character n-gram features are more robust with respect to word features in cross-topic and cross-genre conditions. More recently, Sapkota et al. [39] show that character n-grams corresponding to word affixes, including punctuation marks, are the most significant features in cross-topic authorship attribution. In addition, Sapkota et al. [40] demonstrate that using training texts from multiple topics instead of a single topic can significantly help to correctly recognize the author of texts on another topic.

3 Evaluation Setup

The evaluation setup for this task is basically identical to the one used for PAN-2014. Given a set of documents known to be written by the same author, and exactly one document of unknown authorship, the task is to determine whether the latter document is written by the same author as the former ones. Text length varies from a few hundred to a few thousand words, depending on genre. It is also assumed that positive and negative answers have equal prior probabilities. The only difference to PAN-2014 is that texts within a problem do not necessarily match for genre and/or topic.

Participants are asked to submit software that provides a [0,1]-normalized score corresponding to the probability of a positive answer (i.e., the known documents and the questioned document are by the same author) for each verification problem. It is possible to leave some problems unanswered by assigning a probability score of exactly 0.5. The evaluation of the provided answers is based on two scalar measures: the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) [7], and c@1 [34]. The former tests the ability of methods to rank scores appropriately, assigning low values to negative problems and high values to positive problems. The latter rewards methods that leave problems unanswered rather than providing wrong answers. Finally, the participating teams are ranked by the final score (AUC · c@1).

Baselines One of the advantages of using TIRA for the evaluation of software submissions is its support for the continuous evaluation of software against newly developed corpora. This enables us to apply software that has been submitted to previous editions
of PAN to the cross-genre and cross-topic corpora of PAN-2015. Furthermore, we can avoid the use of simplistic random-guess baselines (corresponding to a final score of 0.25), and establish more challenging baselines, adapted to the difficulty of the corpus. These baselines reveals if a newly submitted software performs better than state-of-the-art models. We employ the following three baselines:

- PAN13-BASELINE: The best-performing software submitted to PAN-2013 by Jankowska et al. [15]. This software also served as baseline in PAN-2014 [46].
- PAN14-BASELINE-1: The second-best software submitted to PAN-2014 by Fréry et al. [8].
- PAN15-ENSEMBLE: Following previous PAN editions, we train a meta-model that combines all participant approaches [18, 38, 46]. A heterogeneous ensemble is built based on the average of scores returned by participants for the verification problems of our evaluation corpus.

Note that the baseline obtained from PAN-2013 and PAN-2014 have been trained and fine-tuned using different corpora, and under the assumption that all documents within a problem instance match for genre and topic. Therefore, their performance on cross-genre and cross-topic author verification corpora will not be optimal.

4 Evaluation Corpus

Although it is rather simple to compile a corpus of texts by different authors that belong to different genres/topics (i.e., negative instances of the authorship verification task), it is a lot more challenging to populate the corpus with corresponding positive instances (i.e., texts in different genres/topics by the same author). A new corpus was built that matches the size of the PAN-2014 evaluation corpus, and that covers the same four languages: Dutch, English, Greek, and Spanish. The corpus is divided into a training part, which is released to participants, and a test part, which is used to compute the official evaluation results. Table 1 shows key figures of the corpus.

There are notable differences between the sub-corpora for each language. In the English part, only one known document per problem is provided. In Dutch and Greek parts, the number of known documents per problem vary, whereas, in the Spanish part, there are always four known documents per problem. The documents of Greek and Spanish parts are, on average, longer than those of the Dutch and English parts. For all languages, positive and negative instances are equally distributed.

The Dutch part of our evaluation corpus is a modified version of Verhoeven and Daelemans [50]’s CLiPS Stylometry Investigation corpus, which comprises documents from two genres (essays and reviews), written by language students at the University of Antwerp between 2012 and 2014. The English part is a collection dialog lines from plays, excluding speaker names, stage directions, lists of characters, and so on. All positive verification instances comprise parts from different plays by the same author.

\footnote{Due to some technical problems it was not possible to also test the first PAN-2014 winner}
Table 1. Overview of the PAN-2015 cross-genre and cross-topic authorship verification corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Avg. known documents</th>
<th>Avg. words document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>cross-genre</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>cross-topic</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>cross-topic</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch</td>
<td>cross-genre</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>cross-topic</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>cross-topic</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,265</td>
<td>3,701</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>641</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The English part is the largest one in terms of verification problems. The Greek part is a collection of opinion articles, published at the online forum Protagon,\(^2\) where all documents are categorized into several categories (e.g., Politics, Economy, Science, Health, Media, Sports, etc). For all verification problems of the Greek part, the category of the known documents is the same, but different that of the questioned document. The Spanish part consists of opinion articles taken from a variety of online newspapers and magazines, as well as personal web pages or blogs covering, each covering a variety of topics. It also includes literary essays. This part mixes cross-topic and cross-genre problems, where some problems comprise documents that are noticeable different in both topic and genre, and others match for genre but differ in topic.

5 Evaluation Results

In total, 18 teams submitted their software for this task. The submitted author verification approaches processed each language of the corpus separately using the TIRA experimentation platform. During evaluation, participants did not have access to standard output, standard error, and the evaluation results of their systems. The PAN organizers served as moderators to verify the successful execution of each participant’s software. The majority of the 18 teams were able to process all four language parts of the evaluation corpus.

Table 2 compiles the final score (AUC · c@1) of all teams for each language of our corpus, alongside micro-averaged and macro-averaged scores. The performances of the 3 baselines and that of the ensemble can also be seen. Since the English part is much larger with respect to the number of problems, the macro-averaged score provides for a fair overall picture of the capabilities of each team’s approach across all languages. On average, the best results were achieved for the cross-topic Greek part. Quite predictably, the cross-genre Dutch part proved to be the most challenging one, followed by the English part (this can be explained by the low number of known documents per problem). Note that the Greek and Spanish parts comprise longer texts (on average more than 500

\(^2\) http://www.protagon.gr
Table 2. Evaluation results for authorship verification at PAN-2015 in terms of AUC · c@1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team (sorted alphabetically)</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Greek</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Micro-avg</th>
<th>Macro-avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bagnall [2]</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartoli et al. [3]</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castro-Castro et al. [5]</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.520</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gómez-Adorno et al. [10]</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gutierrez et al. [11]</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halvani [13]</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.441</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hürlimann et al. [14]</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kocher and Savoy [21]</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maitra et al. [28]</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechti et al. [29]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreau et al. [30]</td>
<td><strong>0.635</strong></td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikolov et al. [31]</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacheco et al. [33]</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pimas et al. [35]</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posadas-Durán et al. [36]</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sari and Stevenson [41]</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solórzano et al. [43]</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vartapetiance and Gillam [49]</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAN15-ENSEMBLE</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAN14-BASELINE-1 [8]</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAN14-BASELINE-2 [4]</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAN13-BASELINE [15]</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.347</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

words per document), while Dutch and English parts comprise shorter texts (less than 500 words per document).

In terms of micro-averaged and macro-averaged final score, the submissions of Bagnall [2] and Moreau et al. [30] clearly outperform the rest of the participants, respectively. The former seems to be particularly effective for cross-topic verification, but seems to be affected by differences in genre, judging by the low performance on the Dutch part. The latter is very effective for cross-genre verification on the Dutch part, whereas its performance is worse on the English part where only one known document per problem is available. Most of the rest of participants did not manage to achieve notable performances across all four corpora. For example, Bartoli et al. [3] achieves good results for Dutch and Spanish, but fails to be competitive in English and Greek, while the picture is reversed for Kocher and Savoy [21]. Exceptions to the rule are the approaches of Pacheco et al. [33] and Hürlimann et al. [14].

Unlike the evaluation results of PAN-2013 and PAN-2014 [18, 46], the ensemble of all participants is not the best-performing approach. With respect to the micro-averaged and macro-averaged final scores, the ensemble is outperformed by 5 and 4 participants, respectively. An explanation for the mediocre performance of the meta-model can be found in the low average performances of the submitted approaches. This is demonstrated by the fact that all PAN-2014 participants achieved a micro-averaged final score greater than 0.3 while 6 out of 18 PAN-2015 participants achieve a micro-averaged final score lower than 0.3—a score close to the final score of 0.25 of a random-guessing model.

A more detailed picture of the evaluation results can be found in Table 3, where, apart from the final score (FS), also ROC AUC, c@1, the number of Unanswered Problems (UP), and the runtime are reported for Dutch, English, Greek, and Spanish, re-
The performance of the baseline models reflects the difficulty of the evaluation corpora. In the Dutch cross-genre part, all three baselines do note improve much above the baseline models are ranked according to their final score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>c@1</th>
<th>UP Runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paner et al. [30]</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maitra et al. [28]</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartoli et al. [3]</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vartapetiance and G. [49]</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarri and Stevenson [41]</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vartapetiance and G. [49]</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarri and Stevenson [41]</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

spectively. In these tables, participants as well as the baseline models and the PAN15-ENSEMBLE are ranked according to their final score.

The performance of the baseline models reflects the difficulty of the evaluation corpora. In the Dutch cross-genre part, all three baselines do note improve much above a random-guessing classifier. The PAN13-BASELINE and the PAN14-BASELINE-2 provide relatively good results for the English and Greek cross-topic parts, while the performance of PAN14-BASELINE-1 is considerably lower. This may be explained by the fact that the latter method is based on eager supervised learning, so that it depends too much on the properties of its original training corpus [8]. Both the PAN14-BASELINE-1 and the PAN14-BASELINE-2 are perform significantly better when applied to the mixed Spanish part, where some verification problems match the properties of PAN-2014 corpora. On average, the PAN13-BASELINE and the PAN14-
BASELINE-2 outperform almost half of the participating teams, demonstrating their potential as generic approaches that can be used on any given corpus. On the other hand, the average performance of the PAN14-BASELINE-1 resembles random-guessing.

Based on the performance of the baseline models and the PAN15-ENSEMBLE, we can divide the 18 submitted approaches into 3 rough categories for each language:

- **Remarkable.** Approaches whose performance is better than PAN15-ENSEMBLE.
- **Good.** Approaches whose performance is higher than PAN13-BASELINE and lower than PAN15-ENSEMBLE.
- **Poor.** Approaches whose performance is lower than PAN13-BASELINE.

**ROC Curves** To obtained a more insights into the performances of the submitted methods, Figure 1 shows the ROC curves of the top-4 participants alongside the convex hull of all 18 participants, and the ROC curve of PAN15-ENSEMBLE for the entire evaluation corpus (865 verification problems). As can be seen, the convex hull of the submitted methods is almost completely dominated by the winning approach of Bagnall [2]. However, at very low/high FPR values, the approach of Pacheco et al. [33] performs better. These points correspond to the case where false positives/negatives have a very high cost. The performance of the PAN15-ENSEMBLE is also very competitive for such extreme cases, especially for low FPR values.

**Figure 1.** ROC curves of the best-performing approaches, the PAN15-ENSEMBLE, and the convex hull of all 18 participants for the entire evaluation corpus.
| Bagnall [2] | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** |
| Castro-Castro et al. [5] | = *** | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * |
| Gómez-Adorno et al. [10] | = ** | = *** | = ** | = *** | = ** | = *** | = ** | = *** | = ** | = *** | = ** | = *** | = ** | = *** | = ** | = *** | = ** | = *** | = ** |
| Gutierrez et al. [11] | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * | = * |
| Halvani [13] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Hürlimann et al. [14] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Kocher and Savoy [21] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Maitra et al. [28] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Mechti et al. [29] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Moreau et al. [30] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Nikolov et al. [31] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Pacheco et al. [33] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Pimas et al. [35] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Posadas-Durán et al. [36] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Sari and Stevenson [41] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Solórzano et al. [43] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| Vartapetiance and Gillam [49] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| PAN15-ENSEMBLE | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
| PAN14-BASELINE-1 [8] | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** | = *** |
Statistical significance tests  Following PAN-2014 [46], we compute the statistical significance of performance differences between all examined approaches using approximate randomization testing [32]. This non-parametric test does not make assumptions that do not hold for the performance measures used, and it can handle complicated distributions. We did a pairwise comparison of the accuracy of all approaches based on this method and the results are shown in Table 4. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference in the output of two approaches. When the probability of accepting the null hypothesis is \( p > 0.05 \), we consider there to be no significant difference of the output of two approaches (denoted as \( = \)). When \( 0.01 < p < 0.05 \) the difference is significant (denoted as \( \ast \)), when \( 0.001 < p < 0.01 \) the difference is very significant (denoted as \( \ast\ast \)), and when \( p < 0.001 \) the difference is highly significant (denoted as \( \ast\ast\ast \)).

The overall performance of the winning approach of Bagnall [2] is significantly better compared to the rest of the submissions as well as the baseline methods, and the ensemble of all submissions. It should be noted that in most cases the difference is highly significant. The second best-performing approach by Moreau et al. [30] is also significantly better compared to the remaining approaches, with two exceptions: Castro-Castro et al. [5] and Hürlimann et al. [14]. Beyond the first two winners, it is noteworthy that the approach of Hürlimann et al. [14] is significantly different from the rest of submitted approaches. Moreover, the group of methods from Bartoli et al. [3], Gutierrez et al. [11], Halvani [13], Kocher and Savoy [21], Maitra et al. [28], and Pacheco et al. [33]) achieves reasonably good performances, but in most of their pairwise comparisons, no statistically significant difference between them can be observed.

6 Review of Submitted Methods

The overall best-performing approach of Bagnall [2] in terms of both micro-averaged and macro-averaged final score introduces a character-level Recurrent Neural Network model. The success of this model demonstrates that character-level information can be used in elaborate models to enhance performance compared to naive character n-gram frequencies. The second best-performing approach by Moreau et al. [30] is based on a heterogeneous ensemble combined with stacked generalization. The success of this model verifies the conclusions of previous editions of PAN that different verification models, when combined, can achieve very good results [18, 46]. It should be noted that both winning approaches require remarkably high computational cost. To allow for a quick comparison between the submitted approaches, Table 5 compiles an overview of their basic characteristics. In the remainder of this section, we review the submitted approaches in closer detail.

Verification Model  There are two main categories of verification models, namely intrinsic and extrinsic model. The intrinsic models only use the texts within a verification problem (the known documents by one author and the unknown document) to arrive at their decision. Usually, they handle the verification task as a one-class classification problem [15, 4, 8]. In addition to that, the extrinsic models also use other texts by different authors and attempt to transform the verification task to a binary classification problem [42, 20, 24].
Table 5. Basic characteristics of the submitted approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team (alphabetically)</th>
<th>Verification model</th>
<th>Learning type</th>
<th>Attribution paradigm</th>
<th>Elaborate Text Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bagnall [2]</td>
<td>extrinsic</td>
<td>lazy</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartoli et al. [3]</td>
<td>intrinsic</td>
<td>eager</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>POS tagging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castro-Castro et al. [5]</td>
<td>extrinsic</td>
<td>lazy</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>POS tagging, lemmatization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gómez-Adorno et al. [10]</td>
<td>intrinsic</td>
<td>lazy</td>
<td>profile-based</td>
<td>syntactic parsing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gutierrez et al. [11]</td>
<td>extrinsic</td>
<td>lazy</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halvani [13]</td>
<td>intrinsic</td>
<td>lazy</td>
<td>profile-based</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hürlimann et al. [14]</td>
<td>intrinsic</td>
<td>eager</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kocher and Savoy [21]</td>
<td>extrinsic</td>
<td>lazy</td>
<td>profile-based</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maitra et al. [28]</td>
<td>intrinsic</td>
<td>eager</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>POS tagging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechti et al. [29]</td>
<td>extrinsic</td>
<td>eager</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>POS tagging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreau et al. [30]</td>
<td>extrinsic</td>
<td>eager</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>LDA, POS tagging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikolov et al. [31]</td>
<td>intrinsic</td>
<td>eager</td>
<td>hybrid</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacheco et al. [33]</td>
<td>extrinsic</td>
<td>eager</td>
<td>profile-based</td>
<td>LDA, POS tagging, lemmatization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pimas et al. [35]</td>
<td>intrinsic</td>
<td>eager</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>style/grammar checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posadas-Durán et al. [36]</td>
<td>intrinsic</td>
<td>lazy</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>syntactic parsing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sari and Stevenson [41]</td>
<td>intrinsic</td>
<td>eager</td>
<td>hybrid</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solórzano et al. [43]</td>
<td>intrinsic</td>
<td>eager</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>POS tagging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vartapetiance and Gillam [49]</td>
<td>intrinsic</td>
<td>lazy</td>
<td>instance-based</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both in PAN-2013 and PAN-2014, the overall best-performing approach employed extrinsic models; more specifically, variations of the impostors method [20, 42]. Likewise, most of the best-performing submissions to PAN-2015, including the top-performing ones, employ extrinsic models [2, 5, 11, 21, 30, 33]. The impostors method is part of the approach of Moreau et al. [30], while Gutierrez et al. [11] and Kocher and Savoy [21] propose modifications thereof. The best-performing intrinsic models are proposed by Bartoli et al. [3], Halvani [13], Hürlimann et al. [14], and Maitra et al. [28]. It should be noted that the performance of the latter approaches on the cross-genre Dutch corpus were remarkable.

**Learning algorithm** The submitted author verification methods can be further distinguished by their approach to supervised learning, namely *eager* methods and *lazy* methods. The former make use of supervised learning algorithms to extract a general model of the verification problems, based on the training data. Such methods strongly depend on the size, quality and representativeness of the training data. Only a few eager methods were submitted in previous PAN editions, including that of Fréry et al. [8], whereas the majority of submissions to PAN-2015 belong to this category. Well-known and popular supervised machine learning algorithms were used, like SVMs [14, 29, 31, 35, 41], random forest [3, 28, 33], and genetic algorithms [30].

Lazy methods do not apply any eager supervised learning algorithm, but make a decision based on information extracted for each verification problem separately. The winning approach of Bagnall [2], as well as some other submissions that achieve very good performance [11, 13, 21], belong to this category.
**Attribution Paradigm**  In author identification two attribution paradigms are distinguished [44]: the *instance-based* paradigm attempts to capture the style of documents by representing each document separately [2, 3, 11, 14, 30]. The *profile-based* paradigm attempts to capture the style of authors by computing a single representation for all texts written by the same author, a so-called author profile. The latter approach is generally more robust when few texts (in quantity or length) of known authorship are available. In comparison to PAN-2013 and PAN-2014 an increased number of participants followed the profile-based paradigm [10, 13, 21, 33]. Moreover, in a hybrid of the two paradigms, separate representations are extracted for each document written by the same author which are then combined into a single representation [31, 41].

**Text Representation**  Following the practice of participants in previous PAN editions, low-level and language-independent measures are the main kinds of features used to represent the writing style of documents. Typical examples are lengths of words, sentences, and paragraphs, type-token ratio, hapax legomena, and other vocabulary richness and readability measures. A very popular type of features is character n-grams (including unigrams), words, punctuation marks, stopwords, etc. Many submitted approaches rely exclusively on such text representation features, disregarding features that require more sophisticated text analyses [2, 11, 13, 14, 21, 31, 41, 49].

Regarding more sophisticated features, the most popular ones are part-of-speech (POS) n-grams mainly due to the availability of POS taggers of acceptable performance for all four languages of the PAN-2015 corpus [3, 5, 28, 29, 33, 43]. A few participants apply full syntactic parsing, achieving moderate performances at the cost of considerably increased runtime cost [10, 36]. Other features requiring more elaborate text analysis are related to lemmatization [5, 33], style and grammar checking [35], and Latent Dirichlet Allocation [30, 33].

The majority of participants attempt to combine different types of features. Some approaches, however, use only one type of features, for example, the most frequent terms [21], stopword n-grams [49], and character sequences [2]. Also, some of the proposed features do not refer to a single document but capture the difference of a certain feature between two documents (typically one of known and one of unknown authorship). These features are called *differential* features [3] or *joint* features [14], and they are used in combination with eager supervised learning models.

**Handling Ambiguous Cases**  An important issue in author verification is the ability to leave problems unanswered when unsure, rather than providing wrong answers. This capability of an approach is directly measured using c@1. Some of the participants, including the two top-performing ones, attempt to focus on this issue and leave some problems unanswered when the confidence of their answers is low. The most basic approach is to examine the score of each problem leave it unanswered if it lies in a specified range around 0.5 [2, 21, 30]. A more sophisticated model is proposed by Moreau et al. [30], whose classifier determines ambiguous cases that are left unanswered to improve c@1.
7 Conclusions

The shared task on author identification at PAN-2015 focused on the authorship verification problem. In contrast to previous editions of PAN, a major novelty was that cross-genre and cross-topic verification cases were considered. This challenging, yet realistic variation of the problem allowed us to examine whether authorship verification methods are heavily affected by variations in genre and topic among the documents of a verification case. The evaluation results indicate that the cross-genre scenario is more difficult. However, the performance of top-ranked approaches on each language of our corpus is surprisingly high in terms of both AUC and c@1.

The two top-performing methods introduce significant novelties. The winning approach of Bagnall [2] is based on a character-level neural network language model that is used for first time in authorship verification. The success of this model indicates that, beyond the well-known and simplistic character n-gram features, more complex approaches can better exploit character-level information in authorship analysis tasks. The second winning approach of Moreau et al. [30] takes advantage of a heterogeneous ensemble that combines different authorship verification methods, which implements and verifies one of the major conclusion drawn at PAN-2013 and PAN-2014 [18, 46]. Both of these approaches are computationally expensive. However, the increase in runtime cost is not caused by elaborate text analysis methods, such as syntactic parsing or semantic analysis. Rather, they runtime is spend on fine-tuning parameters of the learning algorithms.

We received 18 submissions, which compares to the corresponding tasks at PAN-2013 (18 participants) and PAN-2014 (13 participants). Among them, only five participants also took part in the shared task at PAN-2013 and/or PAN-2014 [11, 13, 30, 35, 49]. These figures verify that there is a lively research community working on author identification tasks, and that PAN has become the major forum of this research. We may also claim that the focus of PAN on the authorship verification problem helped to raise interest of researchers on that fundamental problem and to significantly advance the state of the art. Moreover, the availability of the PAN corpora allowed the development of novel methods that are based on eager supervised learning algorithms. Future PAN editions will examine in more detail whether the size, diversity, and quality of training corpora strongly affect the performance of verification models.

Text-length is one important issue that has not been thoroughly studied within authorship verification research. How long should the texts of known authorship be in order to allow for training reliable verification models? How many words of the unknown documents are really needed to allow for computing an accurate answer? Answers to such and similar questions are critical in case we wish to apply this technology to short texts, like tweets and SMS messages. Another interesting future direction is to study the relationship of authorship verification with other author identification tasks, like author clustering (grouping documents by authorship) [26] and author diarization (segmenting a multi-author document into authorial components) [22].
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